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F

DA’s public notice regarding Promotion of Food
and Drug Administration-Regulated Medical
Products Using the Internet and Social Media
Tools asked “Are there pro-posed solutions that
may help address regulatory concerns when using
social media tools associated with space limitations
or tools that allow for real-time communications to
present product information?”
FDA’s “regulatory concerns” are primarily about how
to ensure that consumers have access to a balanced
presentation of both risks and benefits of medical
products. Given that, the following question asked by
the FDA is relevant to the discussion of space
limitation solutions: “How should product information
be presented using various social media tools to
ensure that the user has access to a balanced
presentation of both risks and benefits of medical
products?”
Research Supports Need for More Balance
Before presenting the response to that question by
the drug industry, it may be useful to look at some
data presented by WCG, a communications company, in its comments to the FDA.
To better understand benefit/risk mentions in online
conversations, WCG analyzed over 100,000 conversations that mentioned at least one of 22 pharmaceutical drug brands in early 2010. Benefits were
classified as mentions of a product’s indication to
treat a disease, comments on effectiveness, or product endorsements. Risks were classified as mentions of a product’s safety warning, or words of
caution related to using a product. A key clarification,
notes WCG, is that many social media conversations
include mentions of both benefits and risks, and so
are counted as both.
Using mainstream news articles as a benchmark,
WCG found a ratio of 60.3/39.7 benefit to risk
mentions. This ratio underscores how print and
broadcast journalists report on pharmaceutical drugs.
By contrast, across all social media sites, WCG
found a ratio of 66.5/33.5 benefit to risk mentions for
the same drugs during the same time period. WCG
also found that benefit/risk conversations are impacted by the type of social media site where the conversation is taking place. The benefit/risk ratio for
Twitter was 73.9/26.1, for user forums it was
67.2/32.8, and for blogs it was 66/34.
In other words, where space was limited (ie, Twitter),
benefits were mentioned 22% more often than in
news articles and risks were mentioned 34% less
often. We’re speaking of relative differences, not
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absolute differences (ie, for risk statements. the
absolute difference between 39.7% and 26.1% is
13.6%, but that difference is a 34% drop from the
benchmark value of 39.7%).
Everyone realizes that achieving a 50/50 ratio of
benefit to risk information in a tweet is impossible.
Opinions differ, however, on how to correct for that.
But most pharmaceutical companies and their
partners agree that the best correction is some form
of the “one-click” rule.
Pharma Prefers "1-Click Rule"
Most commentators, including many pharmaceutical
companies, had specific suggestions in response to
FDA’s questions regarding the presentation of fair
balance information in space-limited media (eg,
Twitter). Most industry advocates argued in favor of
some variation of the “one-click” rule, which states
that as long as risk information is one click away,
then FDA’s regulatory concerns have been met (see
“Death of the One-Click 'Rule' or 'Received
Precedent' or Whatever!”; http://tinyurl.com/ya8hsvs).
Of course, it’s a bit more complicated than that as we
will see below.
The Pharma Marketing News survey, “WANTED:
Answers to FDA's Questions Regarding Pharma's
Use of Social Media” (PMN Survey), results of which
were submitted to the FDA, asked respondents to
choose one of the following responses to FDA’s
question above:
• No matter the media, all product ads should
include major risk information along with benefits
(media agnostic)
• When it is not possible to include major risk
information due to space limitations, it is
sufficient to include a link to the product Web site
where consumers can then find all the necessary
risk information in the package insert (2-click
rule)
• When it is not possible to include major risk
information due to space limitations, it is
sufficient to include a link directly to the package
insert (1-click rule)
• None of the above
The results, shown in Figure 1, pg 3, indicate a
strong preference for resurrecting the “one-click” rule
or the “two-click” variant. Many of the comments from
pharma companies and advocates included novel
ways to implement this rule as documented in the
remainder of this article.
Continues…
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Figure 1. Respondents to PMN survey prefer the “one-click” rule or the “two-click” variant.
Yahoo! Says Patients Are Ambivalent About Risk
Information
But before getting to that, it is interesting to note that
in defense of the "one-click rule" for space-limited
"generic" search ads and "Rich Ads in Search
(RAIS)," Yahoo! presented results of a study that
purport to prove that "When it comes to side effects...
the patient mindset appears to be ambivalent until
research for an ailment is needed.”
In the study, Yahoo! posed the following question to
2,540 online Americans: "As you may or may not
know the FDA (Federal Drug Administration)
mandates companies to lay out side effect information or risk factors in advertising. Using the scale
below please tell us how much you agree with the
following statements when it comes to medication
advertising online."
The results as presented by Yahoo! in its comments
to the FDA are shown in Figure 2, pg 4. Based on
these data, Yahoo! concluded that patients don’t pay
attention to risk information in search ads. But the
data that Yahoo! DID NOT present proves the exact
opposite! Al-though 23-26% of respondents claim
they agreed or strongly agreed with the statements
Yahoo! put to them, TWICE as many (43-45%) must
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have said they disagreed or strongly disagreed with
these statements! In other words, if Yahoo! had
presented ALL the data, the results would have
shown that patients DO pay attention to medication
side effects in online advertising BEFORE they ask
their doctors or research it more online!
It's not clear from Yahoo!'s comments whether or not
respondents to their survey were asked to look at
specific online ads in its study. In contrast, Merck, in
its defense of the "one-click rule," did a study that
asked respondents opinions about specific ads they
were shown.
Merck’s Data In Support of “One-Click Rule”
Merck revised its sponsored search ads to the helpseeking format “in March 2009 in response to
DDMAC's enforcement letters on sponsored links.”
As a result, across several brands, Merck “observed
an increase in click-thru rates with the unbranded,
help-seeking format indicating that the format may
have attracted more users seeking condition-specific
information. However, the number of landing
(product) site pages consumed after the click-thru
consistently declined. For one brand, the number of
page views by the searcher dropped by nearly 50%.”
Continues…
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Figure 2. Yahoo!’s Survey. Do the data support or refute its claim that patients are ambivalent about drug risk
information in search ads?
Merck claimed this "decrease in content consumption could indicate a lack of transparency between
the advertisement and the linked to content” and
“current unbranded, help-seeking sponsored links do
not meet the needs of health information seekers
using Internet search engines.”
To prove its point, Merck did some market research
to evaluate “help-seeking” ads and other ad formats,
including a product-claim format that Google has
made available to drug companies in beta tests (see
Figure 3).
Merck asked its study subjects “How do you feel
about having to click on the link to gain access to the
product safety information?” For the Product Claim
ad, 78% said they found it very or somewhat acceptable. For the Help-Seeking ad, however, only 34%
said it was acceptable.

What Merck did not point out, however, was that to
get to the product information from the Help-Seeking
ad, users must click twice, whereas only one click is
required from the Product Claim ad. Under those
circumstances, it may be understandable that the
former type of ad is not as “acceptable” as the latter
given the question asked.
Concluding its comments on the one-click rule for
Product Claim ads, Merck said “the use of hyperlinks
is an appropriate and effective way to disclose product use and safety information in limited space
formats. FDA should adopt standards to be consistent with FTC guidelines and allow hyperlinks to fulfill
the regulatory requirements for product use and
safety information disclosures in digital media with
Continues…

Figure 3. Merck’s examples of Help-Seeking Ad (top) and Product Claim Ad (bottom)
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space limitations, including but not limited to, banner
advertising, mobile applications, text messaging and
sponsored advertisements in search engines.”
BIO Says Consumers “Understand” the OneClick Rule
The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO),
which is the trade association of the biotechnology
industry, believes that a “one-click” policy “would be
reasonable, and urges FDA to consider this for use
in the context of sponsored links, as well as other
vehicles.” It argues that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) “recognizes that a ‘click-through’ to
disclosure information is appropriate for advertising
disclosures when a hyperlink is obvious, labeled
appropriately, and easy for consumers to use.” BIO
claims that Internet users “understand that web links
are space limited and may not provide relevant information in full. They are adept at clicking on a link to
obtain additional information of products of interest.
The fact that additional, more complete information is
available one click away is something that is commonplace in this venue.”
Other Pharma Companies Also Argued in Favor
of the “One-Click” Rule
Sanofi-aventis also supported a “one-click” solution
to the problem of space limitation. FDA, said sanofiaventis, should consider "the use of links for
providing immediate access to broader product
information that cannot fit within the confines of an
online discussion limited by space or characters."
“[F]or applications with limited space options,” said
Johnson and Johnson (JNJ) in its comments to FDA,
“links, rollover and scrolling functions can enable
direct connections to safety and efficacy information
about regulated products." JNJ cites FTC’s "reasonable consumer" notion: "Web sites, however, are
interactive and have a certain depth with multiple
pages linked together and pop-up screens, for
example, that may affect how proximity is evaluated.
Advertisers have the flexibility to be creative in
designing their ads, so long as necessary disclosures are communicated effectively and the overall
message conveyed to consumers is not misleading."
JNJ also supported search ad models proposed by
Google and PhRMA.
Covidien, which manufactures medical devices as
well as pharmaceuticals, reminded FDA of the
distinction between its authority to regulate drug
advertising and advertising of Class I and Class II
medical devices. More specifically regarding the
“one-click” rule, Covidien said that the FDA “should
acknowledge that control, forms and formats of the
Internet and social media are not uniform. “Any new
regulation requirements,” said Covidien, “should
© 2010 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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take into account these differences.” To make it easy
for the FDA, Covidien included a flow diagram (see
Figure 4, pg 6), which shows when it is necessary to
invoke the “one-click” rule.
Other supporters of variations of the “one-click rule”
include:
• The Animal Health Institute (AHI), a trade
association representing manufacturers of
animal health products, said: “Users of the
Internet are familiar with the process of clicking
links to get additional information, so it is not
misleading or unbalanced to provide this type of
information one click away.”
• Conceptus, a women’s health company that
markets a product that prevents pregnancy, said:
“In accordance with consumer behavior, an
Internet ad should have a link with text making
clear that risk information is available. Hovering
over this link should open a pop up window with
the most serious and frequent risks listed on it,
bringing the consumer’s attention to the most
important risk information. Clicking on the link
should bring the consumer to the risks page on
the website, which allows them to see the full
prescribing information. This short summary and
one-click to risk rule would allow companies to
present fair and balanced information without
being unduly burdened by rules ignoring the
constraints of the space limitations of Internet
advertising or interfering with the internet
experience of the user.”
• Edelman, a communications agency, recommended “an FDA-endorsed brief risk statement
or visual icon reminding consumers that all
medicines have risks. This statement or icon
could be used in limited space mediums, such as
Twitter and text-based, paid search advertisements, and would link to the product’s safety
information. We believe this is comparable to the
print advertising guidelines of turning over the
page to view full safety information.”
• EverydayHealth, Inc., which operates
theEverydayHealthNetwork, supports Google’s
concept for search ads and said “We need a
technologically feasible, uniform standard for
display ads, which adequately conveys risk and
benefit information to consumers. We believe a
clearly designated “call to action” would provide
a consumer friendly standard for providing risk
information. The link could go to a site operated
by the manufacturer, the FDA, or a web
publisher.”
Continues…
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Figure 4. Covidien’s Summary of Form and Level of Control with Regard to the Internet and Social Media.
• Physicians Interactive, which provides drug
information to physician prescribers via mobile
devices, said in regard to tools with space
limitation that it “firmly believes [that] the use of
links that lead to host sites with full disclosure
and ‘fair balance’ information can be used in
these environments without compromising
information on source transparency.”
• TGaS, a market research firm, asked FDA to
“think of a pharma ad as a street sign intended to
help people find what they need. The effect of
these changes [FDA claiming that ‘one-click’
search ads violated FDA regulations] is that
people are reading many more signs, following
more signs, but taking more wrong turns. They
are more likely to have to search out different
ads before they find the one they want, because
the ads now are more cryptic. … Abbreviated
risk statements like those used on tv would be
helpful to make small ads and other info clearer,
when benefits are also abbreviated.”
Who Did NOT Support the “One-Click” Rule?
A few organizations and individuals who submitted
comments to the FDA specifically did NOT support
the “one-click” rule. Health Central, which owns and
© 2010 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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operates condition-specific consumer health Web
sites, for example, stated that “social media
platforms that involve space limitations, such as
Twitter, may not be appropriate for DTC advertising
other than possibly reminder ads.”
The PEW Prescription Project, an initiative of The
Pew Charitable Trusts to improve consumer safety,
clearly stated “[i]f a marketing tool, such as a spacelimited microblog, or tweet, is unable to satisfy basic
consumer protective measures such as the fair
balance requirement, that tool should be considered
inappropriate for the promotion of pharmaceutical
products."
Google Rescues the Product Claim Ad!
Google proposed formatting standards for sponsored
links that include product claims and for sponsored
links that promote “black box” prescription drugs.
“We believe,” said Google, “that the proposed
standards would effectively communicate important
information to consumers and meet FDA regulatory
requirements within the space limitations of such
links, while ensuring that links include sufficient
information to be relevant and responsive to
consumer search queries.”
Continues…
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Proposed Standard for Sponsored Links Containing
Product Claims:

Proposed Standard for Sponsored Links for “Black
Box” Prescription Drugs:

To meet the “fair balance” standard, Google proposed that “sponsored links containing product claims
include one line of text which may make a claim
about the product, followed by one line of risk information. As with all sponsored links, each line of text
should be limited to 62 characters.” Google recommended that the product claim line should include
the brand and generic names of the drug and a short
description of the indicated use or benefit.

Google also proposed a new format for ads for drugs
that are burdened with “black box” warnings of
serious contraindications or adverse effects (see
Figure 5, below). The boxed warning must briefly
describe the risk and refer the reader to more
detailed information. “Reminder” advertisements,
which contain the product name without any claims
or use indication, generally may not be used for a
prescription drug that is required to be labeled with a
boxed warning.

Google proposed that the risk information line should
be preceded by a standard text label (ie, “Risks”) that
cannot be changed by the sponsoring company. “We
suggest that the FDA may require that the risk
information presented in this brief format consist of
the most important or urgent contraindications or
side effects associated with a specific prescription
drug,” said Google. In such a scenario, the brief risk
statement in the text advertisement would be closely
followed by a “More Info” link that leads directly to
additional details on side effects and contraindications.
Google’s proposed format translates into the online
context FDA’s existing requirement that a part of an
advertisement may contain a concise statement of
risk if it is supplemented by a prominent reference to
additional information.”

Google suggested that sponsored links for boxed
warning drugs “should include the brand and generic
names of the drug only and not include product
claims.” In this proposed format the first line of the
link, set by the advertiser, would state generically
that the website contains product information, but
would not contain any product claims or use
indications for the drug. The second line of the link
would contain permanent text stating: “Click to see
full safety and prescribing information, including
boxed warning.” A “More Info” link following this
standard text would link directly to a webpage with
the boxed warning and other risk information.
Continues…

Figure 5. Google’s proposal for "Black Box Sponsored Links.”
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Bayer has already tested Google’s new format to
advertise YAZ, a drug with a black box warning. See
“Search Advertising Options for Pharma” (PMN
Reprint #810-02; http://bit.ly/8leV8s).
Novartis Proposes FDA-Approved Hashtags
Novartis put forth a few interesting proposals on how
FDA should regulate the use of social media by drug
companies, but of particular interest was its suggestion to use special FDA-sanctioned short URLs and
hashtags designed to make it easy for consumers to
find product-safety information and for the FDA to
review social media communications for compliance.
Novartis recommended using a "new short URL,
essentially a bit.ly for the FDA, that points to drug
information on an FDA controlled website... Our
recommendation is that the URL include mention of
'safe' or 'safety.' This website could then contain
prescribing information and important safety
information wholly controlled and approved by the
FDA, removing the need for multiple, additional
reviews by an FDA committee of language used on
the Internet." Novartis calls this "One review, many
uses."
Novartis also suggested that the FDA consider
"establishing a set of search terms that are in the
interest of public health and the FDA's compliance
agenda. These terms can be assigned a hastag ('#').
Widely recognized by Social Media users, hashtags
communicate and make it easier for people to find
information."
The use of hashtags was part of the presentation
that Pharma Marketing News made during the
November, 2009, public hearing: "If each product
was assigned a unique hashtag by the FDA and all
product tweets were required to include that
hashtag,” noted John Mack, PMN Editor, “then the
FDA, consumers, and healthcare professionals could
easily review all the product tweets and ensure they
obey regulations regarding fair balance presentation"
(see "FDA Social Media Guidelines Best Done in
Baby Steps"; http://bit.ly/310gug).
Actually, the hashtag idea was submitted in at least
two comments to the PMN Survey:
"Products can be assigned hashtags by FDA, for a
Twitter example (eg #Chillax), and be required to use
that hashtag in all Twitter communications related to
that product, so that FDA can easily review the public
tweets. Not sure how the DMs would be monitored.
Similar rules for other specific SM sites.”
"Twitter doesn't allow for more than 140 characters.
Perhaps companies should have a hashtag that can
go on the end of tweets. So if a company is having
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people tweet about a campaign, it would read
something like "Great campaign called Cure
Diabetes @ (link) #Merckcmpns. "#Merckcmpns
would be the hash tag for Merck Campaigns and
perhaps audiences would soon learn that these hash
tags are equivalent to disclaimers on platforms
where more copy is allowed."
Novartis issued this warning: "Having these search
terms added should not, however, be permitted to
become an undue burden on the message itself. The
benefit of a short message can become somewhat
lost if it is buried in a stack of agency-required hash
tags."
PhRMA Proposes FDA-Approved Universal
Safety Symbol
In its presentation and comments to the FDA, the
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA) proposed an "FDA-Approved Use
of Universal Safety Symbol" that could be used in
branded/sponsored ad links (eg, Adwords) and
Twitter posts.
“FDA should approve use of its own logo or a new
universal graphic symbol to indicate direct links to
FDA-regulated information in space-constrained
media,” said PhRMA. See Figure 6, page 9 for
PhRMA’s mockup of an ad using such a symbol.
“While use of such a universal graphic symbol would
require the cooperation of many parties, including
Internet companies,” PhRMA hopes that this
proposal is “one way to improve communication of
the risks and benefits of medical products in new
online media.”
Bayer Opposes Universal Safety Symbol
Bayer Healthcare, however, has concerns regarding
the Universal Safety Symbol. Bayer is concerned
that these proposals, if adopted, would “serve merely
as a temporary solution that could not be sustained
long-term and that could not be universally adopted
throughout the web.” According to Bayer, a universal
safety symbol is not feasible because:
• It would need to be implemented separately for
each search engine, an outcome that cannot
simply be assumed;
• It will not be supported when a search engine
feeds into other content networks and other
websites;
• Graphics cannot be mandated on many sites,
and even if a symbol were converted to text,
there may be space limitation issues on many
sites;
Continues…
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Figure 6. PhRMA’s Universal Safety Symbol Ad Mockup

• It will be administratively burdensome for both
FDA and industry, particularly if linked information must be pre-approved by FDA as a
condition of using the universal symbol; and
• It will require the industry to continually seek
exceptions and chase the formats of potentially a
large number of sites/technologies that will
change faster than FDA‟s guidance and policies
on a universal safety symbol.
Bayer said it believes it is “possible to provide truthful, accurate and balanced information about a
pharmaceutical product, including a product with a
boxed warning, even when space is severely
limited.” Bayer urged the FDA to address this
situation by “explicitly permitting companies to use
product names and indication or effectiveness information in Internet formats with space limitations
provided the company provides a conspicuous link
directly to complete benefit and risk information.”
According to Bayer, “Internet users rely upon spacelimited formats primarily as launching pads to obtain
more in-depth information about a drug product or
disease. Thus, while a drug’s name and use constitutes relevant and material information for such
Internet users, safety information does not and
should not be routinely required by FDA in spacelimited formats. Rather, FDA should allow manufacturers to make comprehensive benefit and risk
information available via a conspicuous link."
© 2010 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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TV’s Adequate Provision Precedent
Pfizer addressed the limited-space issue citing
broadcast TV rules as a precedent and, like Merck
and JNJ, essentially supported the “one-click” rule.
"It is an established FDCA [Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act] principle that promotional communications
occurring in space-limited media are govern-ed by
reduced risk disclosure requirements, subject to the
central requirement that they be truthful and nonmisleading. It is similarly the case that promotion
designed merely to draw attention to the name of the
product generally need not provide comprehensive
risk information. See 21 C.F.R. §§ 202.1(e)(2)(i),
201.100(f). In the context of Internet and social
media promotion of medical products, FDA should
establish new requirements that reflect users’ ‘clickthrough’ behavior and other ways in which their
approach to obtaining risk and other qualifying
information may differ from the conventional media
setting. See Nov. 12 Internet Public Hearing Tr. at
438-40.”
Eli Lilly agreed with Pfizer and JNJ and cited the
Adequate Provision concept that governs DTC TV
advertising. Lilly said this concept “should be
adapted and applied within the online environment
taking full advantage of Internet technology (links,
rollovers, scroll bars, etc) to create a Net Impression
that fulfills regulatory requirements.” Lilly stated that
Continues…
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Figure 7. Lilly’s Data in Support of One-Click Rule. “These data suggest to us that the Net Impression of the health
information seeker's interaction fulfills the regulatory requirements of Adequate Provision. Information accessed by the
health information seeker is fair balanced and the health information seeker can easily access safety information.”
‘”this seamless, real-time accessibility of information
through the use of these technologies provides a
robust solution for Adequate Provision.” It offered
some data to support this opinion; namely that a
“significant” percentage of health information seekers
that come to its brand drug sites click thru to the PI
and Safety Information (see Figure 7, above).
Sepracor also cites the Adequate provision concept
in defense of use of hyperlinks to overcome space
limitations. “Links are how users expect to interact
with a Web site or other digital platform and how they
navigate through information.” Sepracor supports this
linking technique as long as “the specific intent of
[the hyperlink on a space-limited platform] is to bring
the recipient to the product Web site containing the
true statement and fair balance.”
Astrazeneca (AZ) also drew parallels with broadcast
limitations, but did not offer any specific recommendations for overcoming space limitations in social
media. "The FDA,” said AZ, “in issuing its regulations
on drug advertising (21 C.F.R. § 202.1) has already
recognized that different media for advertising merit
different forms of regulation. For example, broadcast

advertising have special space (and time) limitations
that allow for different ways of providing patients,
prescribers, and others with balanced information.
Similarly, the agency should recognize the special
space limitations of Internet and social media and
create common sense, practical guidance that will
facilitate Internet and social media communications
while, at the same time, ensuring that participants
will have access to balanced information."
The Whole and Nothing But the Whole
Conversation
AZ defended the concept that social media
conversations by drug companies are just like real
world conversations and should be similarly
regulated; ie, FDA should consider the whole
conversation, not just one part of it.
"It is our view that the FDA, in developing its guidance, should view such participation in a manner
analogous to its existing regulation of in person and
telephonic promotional activities," said AZ. "In that
case, the FDA examines not just one part of the
conversation but the entire conversation as a whole."
Continues…
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"It is similarly appropriate for the agency to view a
social media conversation as a whole and not
regulate each and every 'post' as if it were, in itself, a
promotional piece," said AZ in its comments where it
cited FDA's draft guidance on risk communication.
AZ quoted this precedent from the FDA guidance:
"FDA looks not just at specific risk-related statements, but at the net impression—i.e., the message
communicated by all elements of the piece as a
whole. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine
whether the piece as a whole conveys an accurate
and nonmisleading impression of the benefits and
risks of the promoted product." [FDA's words]
AZ takes this concept to new heights, however, when
it attempts to include all sorts of things a part of the
"conversation.” AZ recommended a framework that
“understands that a conversation may include text,
video, sounds, and other elements that are appropriate to consider together." These elements, says AZ,
can appear together or as near as together as the
site or format allows.
AZ cites Twitter as an example: "... on Twitter or
another micro-blogging site, a sponsor might use
multiple, simultaneous 'posts' to convey information
on risks and benefits including using links or other
reference marks or symbols."
Online Video Ads Special Case
HealthiNation, which is a health video company,
presented a special case—online video advertisements. HealthiNation recommended that there
should be “no different requirements for the presentation of fair balance elements within an online
video advertisement as compared to broadcast
television video advertisement.” HealthiNation also
recommended that the video player should “contain
adjacent links to allow consumers to easily access
the Prescribing Information (PI). By doing so, standard Internet browsing technology provides an incremental benefit in the advertising experience as compared to broadcast television.”
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MicroBlogging about Newsworthy Events
Currently, many pharmaceutical Twitter accounts are
devoted to posting news about the company, including news about new research results relating to
products. In these tweets, product names are mentioned as well as the research results, but no fair
balance information is included. An example is this
tweet posted by @Boehringer:
“RE-COVER trial: Dabigatran was as efficacious as
warfarin in reduction of recurrent VTE & deaths
related to VTE http://ow.ly/ItPz #ASH09”
In regard to “Responsible Microblogging of Newsworthy Events,” PhRMA stated that the “FDA has set
a responsible example in its use of Twitter to broadcast newsworthy events such as new drug approvals. Given the limited space constraints (e.g., 140
characters) of such media, and consistent with FDA’s
own use of such media [emphasis added], the
Agency should allow biopharmaceutical manufacturers to microblog about significant scientific and
regulatory events (e.g., approvals, new indications,
recalls) for a medicine, provided that (i) all information provided in the initial entry is truthful and
accurate, and (ii) the landing page contains a comprehensive description of product risks and benefits.
As FDA’s regulations recognize, scientific exchange
of information which is neither advertising nor
promotion can and should exist, and manufacturers
should serve as responsible stewards of such
information about the products they develop.”
PhRMA cited this example of a FDA tweet announcing the approval of a new product: “FDA Approves
Votrient (pazopnib), a New Treatment for Advanced
Form of Kidney Cancer. http://bit.ly/Votrient”
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